
STOCKTWITS, INC. AND AFFILIATED ENTITIES 
 
Stocktwits Inc. and ST Invest, LLC are affiliated but separate legal entities. While ST Invest is a 
regulated entity and a registered broker/dealer with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission ("SEC"), Stocktwits Inc., and its website at www.stocktwits.com are not regulated 
entities nor are the contents, publications, and opinions associated with these entities 
regulated by a U.S. regulatory agency, a self-regulatory agency, or supervised by ST Invest LLC 
and its registered personnel.  

Please review the Stocktwits disclosures at  https://stocktwits.com/about/legal/disclosures/.  

The following information contained in the “Combined Customer Account Agreement” 
pertains to your relationship established with ST Invest LLC. 

Additional information can be found at FINRA's BrokerCheck. You may also contact ST Invest 
at support@stinvest.co. 

CONSENT FOR ELECTRONIC DELIVERY 
 
By entering into the ST Invest LLC (the “Firm”) Consent to Electronic Delivery Agreement (the 
“Agreement”), you, the account holder, consent to electronic delivery of all current and future 
iterations of ST Invest LLC legal and compliance documents and notices, including, but not 
limited to, the customer account agreement, communications, legal and compliance 
disclosures, confirmations and statements, tax documents, and other important material 
provided by the Firm under this Agreement (collectively, “Communications”). You authorize the 
Firm to deliver important and time-sensitive information about your account or events that 
may impact your account to you your e-mail address of record and/or via “push” notifications 
through the Stocktwits mobile application. You also authorize the Firm to deliver the 
Communications by other electronic means should they become available. You agree that all 
Communications provided in any of the ways described above will constitute good and effective 
delivery of those Communications to you when posted or sent, regardless of whether you 
actually or timely access, view or otherwise retrieve the Communications. You acknowledge 
that, for your records, you are able to retain the Firm’s Communications by printing and/or 
downloading and saving this Agreement and all other agreements and Communications, 
documents, or records that you agree to using your E-Signature. Submission of your customer 
account application constitutes your agreement and consent to the Agreement. Should you at 
any time decide to rescind your consent, you understand and agree that you will be required to 
close your account through liquidation of all securities followed by a full fund disbursement or 
by completing an outgoing account transfer to another firm.  

TRUSTED CONTACT PERSON 
 

http://www.stocktwits.com/
https://stocktwits.com/about/legal/disclosures/
https://brokercheck.finra.org/
mailto:support@stinvest.co


You have the right, but not the obligation, to provide us with a Trusted Contact person. In the 
event we are unable to contact you for urgent matters, you authorize us to contact your 
Trusted Contact and provide this person with information related to your brokerage account 
with us. Should you desire to specify a Trusted Contact person for your account(s), please 
contact our support team at support@stinvest.co. 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP SUMMARY (FORM CRS) 
 
Item 1. Introduction: 

ST Invest LLC (referred to as “we” “us” or “our”) is registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission as a broker-dealer and is a member of FINRA. Brokerage and investment 
advisory services and fees differ, and it is important for you to understand these differences. 
Free and simple tools are available to research firms and financial professionals at 
https://www.investor.gov/CRS which also provides you with educational materials about 
broker-dealers, investments advisers, and investing. This relationship summary provides 
information that helps you make an informed decision about whether to open an account with 
us. 

Item 2. Relationships and Services 

What investment services and advice can you provide me? 

ST Invest LLC is a mobile brokerage business providing commission-free trading to retail 
investors. We offer customers the ability to trade stocks, listed options, and exchange-traded 
products, including exchange-traded funds and notes. Additionally, we offer trading in 
fractional shares on a limited list of approximately 4,000 symbols, allowing customers to buy in 
dollars and sell in shares. For more information on options, please review “Characteristics and 
Risks of Standardized Options”.   

All customer accounts are self-directed, meaning all trading is at your discretion and we do not 
make recommendations to you. We do not monitor your account or individual investments. We 
buy and sell based on your directions unless we are required to liquidate certain investments. 
Reasons for liquidating may include an account balance deficit, or APEX Clearing Corp. (“APEX”), 
our clearing broker, may require it. We offer delayed and real-time quotes and limited news for 
informational purposes. There are no account minimums to open an account. We are an 
introducing broker and introduce all customer trades to APEX for custody, execution and 
settlement. 

You are required to maintain an active, available email address. Should we or APEX receive an 
undeliverable message, your account will be assessed a fee for non-electronic delivery and your 
account access may be temporarily suspended and we may liquidate positions and close the 
account if we are unsuccessful in reaching you. Account statements are provided electronically 
no less than quarterly.  You agree to correspondence via electronic deliver. Additional detailed 
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information about our brokerage services can be found on our Disclosure Library or FINRA’s 
BrokerCheck.  

 Conversation Starters: Find responses to these questions at: Conversation Starter 

● Given my financial situation, should I choose a brokerage service? Why or why not? 
● How will you choose investments to recommend to me? 
● What is your relevant experience, including your licenses, education, and other 

qualifications? What do those qualifications mean? 
 

Item 3. Fees, Costs, Conflicts, and Standard of Conduct  

What fees will I pay? 

ST Invest LLC does not charge transaction fees on equity transactions such as commissions; 
however, it charges commissions for options transactions including a per trade commission and 
a per contract charge. We receive payment from APEX for overnight balances and payment for 
order flow from market centers for orders directed by APEX Clearing for both equities and 
options transactions. As the Customer, you pay user generated fees for non-standard services 
or termination of services such as insufficient funds fees, account or stock transfers fees, or 
other special service fees which are pass-through fees from Apex, and not revenue for us. These 
fees are assessed as they occur. For more information on fees, please see our ST Invest LLC 
Commission and Fee Schedule. More information and additional disclosures can also be found 
at https://about.stocktwits.com/legal/disclosures.  

You will pay fees and costs whether you make or lose money on your investments. Fees and 
costs will reduce any amount of money you make on your investments over time. Please make 
sure you understand what fees and costs you are paying. 

 Conversation Starters: Find responses to these questions at: Conversation Starter 

● Help me understand how these fees and costs might affect my investments. If I give 
you $10,000 to invest, how much will go to fees and costs and how much will be 
invested for me? 

What are your legal obligations to me when providing recommendations? How else does your 
firm make money and what conflicts of interest do you have? 

We do not provide recommendations. The way we make money creates some conflicts with 
your interests. You should understand and ask us about these conflicts because they can affect 
the investment advice we provide you. Here are some examples to help you understand what 
this means: 

• We are paid when you complete a transaction, which means we have an incentive to 
encourage you to make larger investments and trade more frequently, as noted above. 
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• We receive Payment for Order Flow (PFOF) when you buy or sell securities or options 
from part or all of your transactions. 

 Conversation Starters: Find responses to these questions at: Conversation Starter 

● How might your conflict of interest affect me, and how will you address them? 

How do your financial professionals make money? 

Our financial professionals are compensated with a salary and may receive a bonus unrelated 
to your securities transactions. We do not have sales contests, sales quotas or non-cash 
compensation that are based on the sale of specific securities or specific types of securities. 

Item 4. Disciplinary History  

Do you or your staff have any legal or disciplinary history? 

Yes, for our firm. No, for our financial professionals. If you would like more information about 
our firm and/or our financial professionals, you may visit https://www.investor.gov/CRS for a 
free and simple search tool to research additional information. 

 Conversation Starters: Find responses to these questions at: Conversation Starter 

● As a financial professional, do you have any disciplinary history/ For what type of 
conduct? 

Item 5. Additional information 

Additional Information 

Additional information about us and our brokerage services can be found at 
https://about.stocktwits.com/legal/disclosures. You can also visit FINRA’s BrokerCheck 
database (here) and searching by our name or by our CRD#297470. You can also contact us via 
email at support@stinvest.co or to request an up-to-date information or a copy of this 
relationship summary. 

 Conversation Starters: Find responses to these questions at: Conversation Starter 

● Who is my primary contact person? 
● Is he or she a representative of an investment advisor or a broker-dealer? 
● Whom can I write to if I have concerns about how this person is treating me? 

 
Exhibit A – Summary of Material Changes 

ST Invest, LLC’s previous Form CRS was dated June 30, 2020. We have made material changes 
and minor edits to content for formatting. Material changes include the addition of a 
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disciplinary event for the firm, the removal of our dba (“tradeapp.me”) and updates to 
hyperlinks, contact information, disclosures, and website location. Functionality and access to 
customer accounts will not be affected. The trade application will be migrated to the new ST 
Invest trade application. 

The following changes were made January 31, 2022: 

• Updated Disciplinary History Item 4 to include a disciplinary event for the firm 
(Securities Exchange Commission). 

• ST Invest, LLC is no longer “ST Invest, LLC dba tradeapp.me”.  
• The tradeapp.me homepage, application, and email address will be discontinued. 
• Form CRS and the Conversation Starter Responses have been updated with new website 

and email links. 
The following changes were made April 25, 2022: 

• Updated Disciplinary History Item 4 to include a disciplinary event for the firm (State of 
Illinois). 

The following changes were made June 1, 2023: 

• Firm added Options trading to its available products.  
• Firm updated Fees and Commissions Schedule to include Options trading and other 

ancillary fees. 

APEX CUSTOMER ACCOUNT AGREEMENT 
 
This Customer Account Agreement (the “Agreement”) sets forth the respective rights and 
obligations of Apex Clearing Corporation (“you” or “your” or “Apex”) and the Customer’s (as 
defined below) brokerage firm (the “Introducing Broker”), and the customer(s) identified on the 
New Account Application (the “Customer”) in connection with the Customer’s brokerage 
account with the Introducing Broker (“the Account”). The Customer hereby agrees as follows 
with respect to the Account, which the Customer has established with the Introducing Broker 
for the purchase, sale or carrying of securities or contracts relating thereto and/or the 
borrowing of funds, which transactions are cleared through you. To help the government fight 
the funding of terrorism and money laundering, Federal law requires all financial institutions to 
obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each person who opens an account. In 
order to open an account, the Customer will provide information that will allow you to identify 
the Customer including, but not limited to, the Customer’s name, address, date of birth, and 
the Customer’s driver’s license or other identifying documents. 
 
1. Applicable Rules and Regulations. 
All transactions for the Account shall be subject to the constitution, rules, regulations, customs 
and usages of the exchange or market and its clearing house, if any, upon which such 
transactions are executed, except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement. 



 
2. Definitions. 
"Obligations" means all indebtedness, debit balances, liabilities, or other obligations of any kind 
of the Customer to you, whether now existing or hereafter arising. "Securities and other 
property" shall include, but shall not be limited to, money, securities, commodities or other 
property of every kind and nature and all contracts and options relating thereto, whether for 
present or future delivery. 
 
3. Breach; Security Interest. 
Whenever in your discretion you consider it necessary for your protection, or for the protection 
of the Customer’s Introducing Broker or in the event of, but not limited to; (i) any breach by the 
Customer of this or any other agreement with you or (ii) the Customer's failure to pay for 
securities and other property purchased or to deliver securities and other property sold, you 
may sell any or all securities and other property held in any of the Customer's accounts (either 
individually or jointly with others), cancel or complete any open orders for the purchase or sale 
of any securities and other property, and/or borrow or buy-in any securities and other property 
required to make delivery against any sale, including a short sale, effected for the Customer, all 
without notice or demand for deposit of collateral, other notice of sale or purchase, or other 
notice or advertisement, each of which is expressly waived by the Customer, and/or you may 
require the Customer to deposit cash or adequate collateral to the Customer's account prior to 
any settlement date in order to assure the performance or payment of any open contractual 
commitments and/or unsettled transactions. You have the right to refuse to execute securities 
transactions for the Customer at any time and for any reason. Any and all securities and other 
property belonging to the Customer or in which the Customer may have an interest held by you 
or carried in any of the Customer's accounts with you (either individually or jointly with others) 
shall be subject to a first and prior security interest and lien for the discharge of the Customer's 
obligations to you, wherever or however arising and without regard to whether or not you have 
made advances with respect to such securities and other property, and you are hereby 
authorized to sell and/or purchase any and all securities and other property in any of the 
Customer's accounts, and/or to transfer any such securities and other property among any of 
the Customer's accounts to the fullest extent of the law and without notice where allowed. The 
losses, costs and expenses, including but not limited to reasonable attorneys' fees and 
expenses, incurred and payable or paid by you in the (i) collection of a debit balance and/or any 
unpaid deficiency in the accounts of the Customer with you or (ii) defense of any matter arising 
out of the Customer’s securities transactions, shall be payable to you by the Customer. The 
Customer understands that because of circumstances beyond broker- dealers control, its 
customers’ voting rights may be impaired. For example, if the stock of a company that another 
customer has purchased has not yet been received from the seller(s), then other customers’ 
abilities to vote that company’s stock could be impaired until those shares are received. In 
addition, if the stock of a company that the Customer has purchased has not yet been received 
from the seller(s), then payments received by the Customer from the Introducing Broker, in lieu 
of the dividends on that stock not yet received, may receive tax treatment less favorable than 
that accorded to dividends. 
 



4. Cancellation. 
You are authorized, in your discretion, should you for any reason whatsoever deem it necessary 
for your protection, without notice, to cancel any outstanding order, to close out the accounts 
of the Customer, in whole or in part, or to close out any commitment made on behalf of the 
Customer. 
 
5. Payment of Indebtedness Upon Demand. 
The Customer shall at all times be liable for the payment upon demand of any obligations owing 
from the Customer to you, and the Customer shall be liable to you for any deficiency remaining 
in any such accounts in the event of the liquidation thereof (as contemplated in Paragraph 3 of 
this Agreement or otherwise), in whole or in part, by you or by the Customer; and the Customer 
shall make payment of such obligations upon demand. 
  
6. Accounts Carried as Clearing Broker. 
The Customer understands that you are carrying the accounts of the Customer as clearing 
broker by arrangement with the Customer's Introducing Broker through whose courtesy the 
account of the Customer has been introduced to you. Until receipt from the Customer of 
written notice to the contrary, you may accept from and rely upon the Customer’s Introducing 
Broker for (a) orders for the purchase or sale in said account of securities and other property, 
and (b) any other instructions concerning the Customer's accounts. The Customer represents 
that the Customer understands that you act only to clear trades introduced by the Customer's 
Introducing Broker and to effect other back office functions for the Customer's introducing 
broker. The Customer confirms to you that the Customer is relying for any advice concerning 
the Customer's accounts solely on the Customer's Introducing Broker. The Customer 
understands that all representatives, employees and other agents with whom the Customer 
communicates concerning the Customer's account are agents of the Introducing Broker, and 
not your representatives, employees or other agents and the Customer will in no way hold you 
liable for any trading losses that the Customer may incur. The Customer understands that you 
are not a principal of or partner with, and do not control in any way, the Introducing Broker or 
its representatives, employees or other agents. The Customer understands that you will not 
review the Customer's accounts and will have no responsibility for trades made in the 
Customer's accounts. You shall not be responsible or liable for any acts or omissions of the 
Introducing Broker or its representatives, employees or other agents. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in the event that the Customer initiates a claim against you in your capacity as 
clearing broker and does not prevail, the Customer shall be responsible for the costs and 
expenses associated with your defense of such claim. The Customer understands you shall be 
entitled to exercise and enforce directly against the Customer all rights granted to the 
Introducing Broker. 
 
a. Accounts Carried as Custodian. 
In some cases the Customer’s account is being carried by arrangement with the Customer’s 
Investment Advisor or Investment Manager, who uses you as their Broker-Dealer custodian. 
The Customer acknowledges that your role as custodian is to hold or custody account assets, 
distribute or collect funds on behalf of the Customer’s account, execute and clear trades under 



instruction of the Customer’s Investment Advisor or Investment Manager, generate account 
statements and provide other custodial services as may be mandated by various regulatory 
standards and requirements. The Customer understands that in the capacity as custodian, you 
will not offer investment advice, review the Customer’s accounts, and will have no 
responsibility for trades made in the Customer’s accounts. Additionally, in your capacity as 
custodian, you will not verify the accuracy of management fees that the Customer pays to 
Investment Advisors or Investment Managers pursuant to the terms of the Investment 
Management Agreement executed between the Customer and the Investment Advisor or 
Investment Manager. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the Customer initiates a 
claim against you in your capacity as custodial broker and does not prevail, the Customer shall 
be responsible for the costs and expenses associated with your defense of such claim. 
 
7. Communications. 
You may send communications to the Customer at the Customer's address on the New Account 
Application or at such other address as the Customer may hereafter give you in writing, and all 
communications so sent, whether by mail, telegraph, or otherwise, shall be deemed given to 
the Customer personally, whether actually received or not. Reports of execution of orders and 
statements of accounts of the Customer shall be conclusive if not objected to in writing to you, 
the former within five (5) days and the latter within ten (10) days, after forwarding by you by 
mail or otherwise. In consideration of your sending any mail to me in care of a Post Office Box 
Address or a third party, I hereby agree that “all correspondence of any nature whatsoever” 
sent to me in such address will have the same force and effect as if it had been delivered to me 
personally. 
 
8. ARBITRATION AGREEMENT. 
THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PREDISPUTE ARBITRATION CLAUSE. BY SIGNING AN 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
 
a. ALL PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT ARE GIVING UP THE RIGHT TO SUE EACH OTHER IN 
COURT, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY EXCEPT AS PROVIDED BY THE RULES OF THE 
ARBITRATION FORUM IN WHICH A CLAIM IS FILED 
b. ARBITRATION AWARDS ARE GENERALLY FINAL AND BINDING; A PARTY’S ABILITY TO 
HAVE A COURT REVERSE OR MODIFY AN ARBITRATION AWARD IS VERY LIMITED 
c. THE ABILITY OF THE PARTIES TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS, WITNESS STATEMENTS AND 
OTHER DISCOVERY IS GENERALLY MORE LIMITED IN ARBITRATION THAN IN COURT 
PROCEEDINGS 
d. THE ARBITRATORS DO NOT HAVE TO EXPLAIN THE REASON(S) FOR THEIR AWARD 
UNLESS, IN AN ELIGIBLE CASE, A JOINT REQUEST FOR AN EXPLAINED DECISION HAS BEEN 
SUBMITTED BY ALL PARTIES TO THE PANEL AT LEAST 20 DAYS PRIOR TO THE FIRST SCHEDULED 
HEARING DATE 
e. THE PANEL OF ARBITRATORS MAY INCLUDE A MINORITY OF ARBITRATORS WHO WERE 
OR ARE AFFILIATED WITH THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY 



f. THE RULES OF SOME ARBITRATION FORUMS MAY IMPOSE TIME LIMITS FOR BRINGING A 
CLAIM IN ARBITRATION. IN SOME CASES, A CLAIM THAT IS INELIGIBLE FOR ARBITRATION MAY 
BE BROUGHT IN COURT 
  
g. THE RULES OF THE ARBITRATION FORUM IN WHICH THE CLAIM IS FILED, AND ANY 
AMENDMENTS THERETO, SHALL BE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT 
 
THE FOLLOWING ARBITRATION AGREEMENT SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
DISCLOSURES ABOVE. ANY AND ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS BETWEEN THE 
CUSTOMER AND YOU, OR THE INTRODUCING BROKER, OR THE AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
EMPLOYEES, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR CONTROL PERSONS OF YOU OR THE INTRODUCING 
BROKER, ARISING OUT OF, IN CONNECTION WITH, FROM OR WITH RESPECT TO (a) ANY 
PROVISIONS OF OR THE VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENTS, (b) THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO, OR (c) ANY CONTROVERSY ARISING OUT OF YOUR 
BUSINESS, THE INTRODUCING BROKER'S BUSINESS OR THE CUSTOMER'S ACCOUNTS, SHALL BE 
CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO THE CODE OF ARBITRATION PROCEDURE OF THE FINANCIAL 
INDUSTRY REGULATORY AUTHORITY (“FINRA”). THE DECISION AND AWARD OF THE 
ARBITRATOR(S) SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES, AND ANY JUDGMENT 
UPON ANY AWARD RENDERED MAY BE ENTERED IN A COURT HAVING JURISDICTION THEREOF, 
AND NEITHER PARTY SHALL OPPOSE SUCH ENTRY. 
 
No person shall bring a putative or certified class action to arbitration, nor seek to enforce any 
pre-dispute arbitration agreement against any person who has initiated in court a putative class 
action; or who is a member of a putative class who has not opted out of the class with respect 
to any claims encompassed by the putative class action until: (i) the class certification is denied; 
or (ii) the class is de-certified; or (iii) the customer is excluded from the class by the court. Such 
forbearance to enforce an agreement to arbitrate shall not constitute a waiver of any rights 
under this agreement except to the extent stated herein. 
 
9. Representations. 
The Customer represents that the Customer is of majority age. The Customer represents either 
that the Customer is not an employee of any exchange, or of any corporation of which any 
exchange owns a majority of the capital stock, or of a member of any exchange, or of a member 
firm or member corporation registered on any exchange or of a bank, trust company, insurance 
company or of any corporation, firm or individual engaged in the business dealing either as 
broker or as principal in securities, bills of exchange, acceptances or other forms of commercial 
paper, or alternatively, that the Customer has obtained and will provide to you additional 
documentation which may include information required under FINRA Rule 407 from its 
employer authorizing the Customer to open and maintain an account with you. If the Customer 
is a corporation, partnership, trust or other entity, the Customer represents that its governing 
instruments permit this Agreement, that this Agreement has been authorized by all applicable 
persons and that the signatory on the New Account Application is authorized to bind the 
Customer. The Customer represents that the Customer shall comply with all applicable laws, 
rules and regulations in connection with the Customer's account. The Customer further 



represents that no one except the Customer has an interest in the account or accounts of the 
Customer with you. 
 
10. Joint Accounts. 
If the New Account Application indicates that the Account shall consist of more than one 
person, the Customer's obligations under this Agreement shall be joint and several. References 
to the "Customer" shall include each of the customers identified on the New Account 
Application. You may rely on transfer or other instructions from any one of the Customers in a 
joint account, and such instructions shall be binding on each of the Customers. You may deliver 
securities or other property to, and send confirmations; notices, statements and 
communications of every kind, to any one of the Customers, and such action shall be binding on 
each of the Customers. Notwithstanding the foregoing, you are authorized in your discretion to 
require joint action by the joint tenants with respect to any matter concerning the joint 
account, including but not limited to the giving or cancellation of orders and the withdrawal of 
money or securities. In the case of Tenants by the Entirety accounts, joint action will be 
required for all matters concerning the joint account. Tenants by Entirety is not recognized in 
certain jurisdictions, and, where not expressly allowed, will not be a permitted designation of 
the account. 
 
11. Other Agreements. 
If the Customer trades any options, the Customer agrees to be bound by the terms of your 
Customer Option Agreement. The Customer understands that copies of these agreements are 
available from you and, to the extent applicable, are incorporated by reference herein. The 
terms of these other agreements are in addition to the provisions of this Agreement and any 
other written agreements between you and the Customer. 
 
12. Data Not Guaranteed. 
The Customer expressly agrees that any data or online reports is provided to the Customer 
without warranties of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied 
warranties of merchantability, fitness of a particular purpose or non-infringement. The 
Customer acknowledges that the information contained in any reports provided by you is 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to its accuracy of 
completeness. Such information could include technical or other inaccuracies, errors or 
omissions. In no event shall you or any of your affiliates be liable to the Customer or any third 
party for the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any information made available to the 
Customer or for any decision made or taken by the Customer in reliance upon such 
information. In no event shall you or your affiliated entities be liable for any special incidental, 
indirect or consequential damages whatsoever, including, without limitation, those resulting 
from loss of use, data, or profits, whether or not advised of the possibility of damages, and on 
any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use of any reports provided by 
you or with the delay or inability to use such reports. 
  
13. Payment for Order Flow Disclosure. 



Depending on the security traded and absent specific direction from the Customer, equity and 
option orders are routed to market centers (i.e., broker-dealers, primary exchanges, or 
electronic communication networks) for execution. Routing decisions are based on a number of 
factors including the size of the order, the opportunity for price improvement and the quality of 
order executions, and decisions are regularly reviewed to ensure the duty of best execution is 
met. You or the Introducing Broker may receive compensation or other consideration for the 
placing of orders with market centers for execution. The amount of the compensation depends 
on the agreement reached with each venue. The source and nature of compensation relating to 
the Customer's transactions will be furnished upon written request. 
 
14. Credit Check. 
You are authorized, in your discretion, should you for any reason deem it necessary for your 
protection to request and obtain a consumer credit report for the Customer. 
 
15. Miscellaneous. 
If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable, it shall not affect any 
other provision of this Agreement. The headings of each section of this Agreement are 
descriptive only and do not modify or qualify any provision of this Agreement. This Agreement 
and its enforcement shall be governed by the laws of the state of Texas and shall cover 
individually and collectively all accounts which the Customer has previously opened, now has 
open or may open or reopen with you, or any introducing broker, and any and all previous, 
current and future transactions in such accounts. Except as provided in this Agreement, no 
provision of this Agreement may be altered, modified, or amended unless in writing signed by 
your authorized representative. This Agreement and all provisions shall inure to the benefit of 
you and your successors, whether by merger, consolidation or otherwise, your assigns, the 
Introducing Broker, and all other persons specified in Paragraph 
8. You shall not be liable for losses caused directly or indirectly by any events beyond your 
reasonable control, including without limitation, government restrictions, exchange or market 
rulings, suspension of trading or unusually heavy trading in securities, a general change in 
economic, political, or financial conditions, war or strikes. You may transfer the accounts of the 
Customer to your successors and assigns. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Customer 
and the heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns of the Customer. Failure to 
insist on strict compliance with this Agreement is not considered a waiver of your rights under 
this Agreement. At your discretion, you may terminate this Agreement at any time on notice to 
the Customer, the Customer will continue to be responsible for any obligation incurred by the 
Customer prior to termination. The Customer may not assign the Customer’s rights or delegate 
the Customer’s obligations under this Agreement, in whole or in part, without your prior 
consent. 
 
16. Sweep Program. 
If the Customer elects to participate in one of your FDIC or money market sweep programs, the 
Customer acknowledges and agrees that: (a) the Customer has read and understands the 
sweep program terms and conditions and/or prospectuses available at 
www.apexclearing.com/disclosures/ and is aware of the products available in such sweep 



programs; (b) you may make changes to your FDIC and/or money market sweep programs and 
products at any time, in your sole discretion and with or without notice to Customer; (c) the 
free credit balances in the Customer’s Account may begin being included in the sweep program 
upon Account opening; and (d) you have no obligation to monitor the applicable sweep 
program elected for the Customer’s Account or to make recommendations about, or changes 
to, the sweep program that might be beneficial to the Customer. 
 
17. SIPC Protection. 
As a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), funds are available to 
meet customer claims up to a ceiling of $500,000, including a maximum of $250,000 for cash 
claims. For additional information regarding SIPC coverage, including a brochure, please contact 
SIPC at (202) 371-8300 or visit www.sipc.org. Apex has purchased an additional insurance policy 
through a group of London Underwriters (with Lloyd's of London Syndicates as the Lead 
Underwriter) to supplement SIPC protection. This additional insurance policy becomes available 
to customers in the event that SIPC limits are exhausted and provides protection for securities 
and cash up to certain limits. Similar to SIPC protection, this additional insurance does not 
protect against a loss in the market value of securities. 
 
18. Tax Treaty Eligibility. 
This agreement shall serve as the Customer’s certification that you are eligible to receive tax 
treaty benefits between the country or (of) residence indicated on the new account form and 
the country (ies) of origin holding jurisdiction over the instruments held within the customer’s 
account. 
 
19. Trusted Contact. 
“Under FINRA Rule 4512 Apex Clearing Corporation is required to disclose to you (the 
customer) that Apex Clearing Corporation or an associated person of Apex Clearing Corporation 
is authorized to contact the trusted contact person and disclose information about the 
customer’s account to address possible financial exploitation, to confirm the specifics of the 
customer’s current contact information, health status, or the identity of any legal guardian, 
executor, trustee or holder of a power of attorney, or as otherwise permitted by FINRA Rule 
2165. 
  
20. ACH Agreement. 
If I request Automated Clearinghouse (“ACH”) transactions from my Account at Clearing Firm, I 
authorize Clearing Firm to originate or facilitate transfer credits/debits to/from my eligible bank 
account. Transactions sent through the NACHA network will be subject to all applicable rules of 
NACHA and all rules set forth in Federal Reserve Operating circulars or other applicable laws 
and regulations. ACH deposits to my brokerage account are provisional. If the beneficiary bank 
does not receive final and complete payment for a payment order transferred through ACH, the 
beneficiary bank is entitled to recover from the beneficiary any provisional credit and Clearing 
Firm may charge my account for the transaction amount. I understand Clearing Firm or my 
Broker may not notify me of any returned or rejected ACH transfers. I agree to hold Clearing 
Firm and Clearing Firm’s agents free of liability for compliance with these instructions. I hereby 



agree to hold harmless Clearing Firm and each of its affiliates, offices, directors, employees, and 
agents against, any claims, judgments, expenses, liabilities or costs of defense or settlement 
relating to: (a) any refusal or failure to initiate or honor any credit or debit request, by Clearing 
Firm or my Broker, whether (i) due to a lack of funds necessary to credit my account; (ii) due to 
inadvertence, error caused by similarity of account holder names or (iii) otherwise provided 
Clearing Firm has not acted in bad faith; (b) if the routing number is incorrect or the routing 
number or other information changes at another 
U.S. financial institution or (c) any loss, damage, liability or claim arising, directly or indirectly, 
from any error, delay or failure which is caused by circumstances beyond Clearing Firm’s direct 
control. To the extent permitted by applicable law or regulation, Clearing Firm hereby disclaims 
all warranties, express or implied, and in no event shall Clearing Firm be liable for any special 
indirect, incidental, or consequential damages whatsoever resulting from the ACH electronic 
service or any ACH transactions. Nothing in this herein shall constitute a commitment or 
undertaking by Clearing Firm or my Broker to effect any ACH transaction or otherwise act upon 
my instructions or those of my Broker with respect to any account at Clearing Firm. This 
authorization shall remain in full force and effect until I revoke authorization by written 
notification to my Broker that is forwarded to Clearing Firm. I understand that Clearing Firm has 
the right to terminate or suspend the ACH agreement at any time and without notice. 
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Apex Option Agreement 
 
In connection with any transactions in options which have been or may be purchased, sold, 
exercised or endorsed for the undersigned’s account with an introducing broker(s) which clears 
through Apex Clearing Corporation, the undersigned agrees as follows: 
 
1. Definitions. “Introducing broker” means any brokerage firm which introduces security 
transactions on behalf of the undersigned, which transactions are cleared through Apex, 
whether one or more. “Obligations” means all indebtedness, debit balances, liabilities or other 
obligation of any kind of the undersigned to Apex, whether now existing or hereafter arising. 
“Options” means all types of options, including puts, calls, equity, debt, index or otherwise. 
“Securities and other property” shall include, but shall not be limited to money, securities, 
commodities or other property of every kind and nature and all contracts and options relating 
thereto, whether for present or future delivery. “Apex” refers to Apex Clearing Corporation. 
2. Limits. The undersigned shall not, acting alone or in concert with others, exceed the 
position/exercise limits set forth by any exchange or market or by any other regulatory 
authority having jurisdiction. 
3. Authority, Execution of Orders, Security Interest. The undersigned herby authorizes 
Apex in its discretion, should Apex deem it necessary for Apex’s protection for any reason, 
including death of the undersigned, to buy, sell, or sell short for the undersigned’s account any 
risk, puts, calls or other forms of option and/or to buy, sell or sell short any part or all of the 
underlying shares represented by options endorsed by Apex for the undersigned’s account. Any 
and all expenses incurred by Apex in connection with such transactions shall be reimbursed by 



the undersigned to Apex. The undersigned understands and acknowledges that when 
transactions on the undersigned’s behalf are to be executed and the options are traded in more 
than one marketplace Apex may use its discretion in selecting the market in which to enter the 
undersigned’s order unless the undersigned specifically instructs otherwise. All monies, 
securities, or other property which Apex may hold in any account of the undersigned shall be 
held subject to a general lien for the discharge of the undersigned’s obligations to Apex under 
this Agreement or otherwise. The decision to enter into options transactions was made entirely 
by the undersigned without any investment advice from Apex or the introducing broker. 
4. Notice, Exercise, Random Allocation. The undersigned is aware of Apex’s requirements 
and time limitations for accepting an exercise notice and expiration date. The undersigned 
understands that the undersigned may not receive actual notice of exercise until the week 
following exercise. The undersigned bears full responsibility for taking action to exercise or sell 
valuable options; however, in the absence of the undersigned notifying the introducing broker 
to exercise a valuable options contract by 3 P.M. Central Standard Time on the last business day 
prior to the expiration date of the options contract, and the introducing broker instructing Apex 
to sell valuable options on the undersigned’s behalf within such time, the undersigned agrees 
that Apex may exercise the options contract on the undersigned’s behalf. In the event of such 
exercise, the profit in excess of commission costs created thereby will be credited to the 
undersigned’s account. In the event that the commissions to be charged for such an expiration 
transaction exceeds the proceeds to be realized, the undersigned agrees and hereby 
relinquishes the undersigned’s ownership in said option to Apex, and Apex may exercise such 
option for its own account. If the undersigned does not instruct the introducing broker to 
exercise the valuable option by the time stated above, and Apex for whatever reason, does not 
exercise such option on the undersigned’s behalf, the undersigned hereby waives any and all 
claims for damage or loss which the undersigned might at the time or any time thereafter have 
against Apex arising out of the fact that the option was not exercised. The undersigned is aware 
that Apex utilizes a random method of allocation for all option(s) assignments received from 
the Option Clearing Corporation. Exercise assignment notices for options contracts are 
allocated among all customers’ short options, including positions established on the day of 
assignment, those contracts which are subject to exercise. All American short positions are 
liable for assignment at any time. The undersigned understands that a more detailed 
description of this procedure is available upon request by the undersigned. 
5. Uncovered Options. The undersigned agrees that in connection with any uncovered 
options(s) for the undersigned’s account, uncovered options are prohibited in IRA accounts. The 
undersigned agrees not to sell, during the life of the options in the account, the underlying 
securities collateralizing such options, including any cash or securities which may accrue on the 
underlying covered securities until such options are closed, exercised or expired or the 
undersigned has met the collateral requirements established by Apex and or the introducing 
broker for carrying uncovered options. The undersigned also agrees that the introducing broker 
and or Apex, in its respective sole discretion, may refuse any order to sell such underlying 
securities received from the undersigned or by means of a “give up” basis through another firm 
unless, prior to such sale, the undersigned has met the collateral requirements established by 
Apex and/or the introducing broker for carrying uncovered options Apex has the right, in its 



sole discretion, to permit the undersigned to apply the proceeds of such sale to such collateral 
requirements. 
6. Risks. The undersigned is aware of the high degree of risk involved in options 
transactions and has given the introducing broker, in strict confidence, information to 
demonstrate that this account and the trading anticipated in connection therewith is not 
unsuitable for the undersigned in light of the undersigned’s investment objectives, financial 
situation and needs, experience and knowledge. The undersigned agrees to advise the 
introducing broker of any changes in the undersigned’s investment objectives, financial 
situation or other circumstances that may be deemed to materially affect the suitability of 
executing options transactions for the undersigned’s account. 
7. Options Account Form, Disclosure Documents. The undersigned has reviewed the 
contents of the options account form and represents that they are accurate Although certain 
types of transactions are indicated as anticipated, Apex and the introducing broker may execute 
any other types of transactions for the undersigned’s account upon the undersigned’s 
instructions. The undersigned has received an Options Disclosure Document relating to options 
on the categories of underlying securities which the undersigned has been approved for 
trading. 
8. Accounts Carried as Clearing Broker. The undersigned understands that Apex is carrying 
the accounts of the undersigned as clearing broker by arrangement with the undersigned’s 
introducing broker through whose courtesy the account of the undersigned has been 
introduced to Apex Until receipt from the undersigned of written notice to the contrary, Apex 
may accept and rely upon the introducing broker for (a) orders for the purchase or sale in said 
account of securities and other property, and (b) any other instructions concerning the 
undersigned’s accounts. The undersigned represents that the undersigned understands that 
Apex acts only to clear trades introduced by the undersigned’s introducing broker and to effect 
other back office functions for the undersigned’s introducing broker. The undersigned confirms 
to Apex that the undersigned is relying for any advice concerning the undersigned’s accounts 
solely on the undersigned’s introducing broker. The undersigned understands that all 
representatives, employees and other agents with whom the undersigned communicates 
concerning the undersigned’s account are agents of the introducing broker, and not Apex’s 
representatives, employees or other agents. The undersigned understands that Apex will not 
review the undersigned’s accounts and will have no responsibility for trades made in the 
undersigned’s accounts, including but not limited to for appropriateness or suitability Apex shall 
not be responsible or liable for any acts or omissions of the introducing broker or its 
representatives, employees or other agents. The execution of any such trades shall not be 
deemed to be an approval of such trades. 
9. ARBITATION AGREEMENT. THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A PREDISPUTE ARBITRATION 
CLAUSE. BY SIGNING AN ARBITRATION AGREEMENT THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
a. ALL PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT ARE GIVING UP THE RIGHT TO SUE EACH OTHER IN 
COURT, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED BY THE RULES OF 
THE ARVITRATION FORM IN WHICH A CLAIM IS FILED; 
b. ARBITRATION AWARDS ARE GENERALLY FINAL AND BINDING; A PARTY’S ABILITY TO 
HAVE A COURT REVERSE OR MODIFY AN ARBITRATION AWARD IS VERY LIMITED. 



c. THE ABILITY OF THE PARTIES TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS, WITNESS STATEMENTS AND 
OTHER DISCOVERY IS GENERALLY MORE LIMITED IN ARBITRATION THAN IN COURT 
PROCEEDINGS; 
d. THE ARBITRATORS DO NOT HAVE TO EXPLAIN THE REASON(S) FOR THEIR AWARD 
UNLESS, IN AN ELBIGIBLE CASE, A JOINT REQUEST FOR AN EXPLAINED DECISION HAS BEEN 
SUBMITTED BY ALL PARTIES TO THE PANEL AT LEAST 20 DAYS PRIOR TO THE FIRST SCHEDULED 
HEARING DATE. 
e. THE PANEL OF ARBITRATORS MAY INCLUDE A MINORITY OF ARBITRATORS WHO WERE 
OR ARE AFFILIATED WITH THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY. 
f. THE RULES OF SOME ARBITRATION FORUMS MAY IMPOSE TIME LIMITS FOR BRINGING A 
CLAIM IN ARBITRATION. IN SOME CASES, A CLAIM THAT IS INELIGIBLE FOR ARBITRATION MAY 
BE BROUGHT IN COURT. 
g. THE RULES OF THE ARBITRATION FORUM IN WHICH THE CLAIM IS FILED, AND ANY 
AMENDMENTS THERETO, SHALL BE INCORPORTED INTO THIS AGREEMENT. 
THE FOLLOWING ARBITRATION AGREEMENT SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
DISCLOSURES ABOVE. ANY AND ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS BETWEEN THE 
CUSTOMER AND YOU, OR THE INTRODUCING BROKER, OR THE AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
EMPLOYEES, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR CONTROL PERSONS OF YOU OR THE INTRODUCING 
BROKER, ARISING OUT OF, IN CONNECTION WITH, FROM OR WITH RESPECT TO (a) ANY 
PROVISIONS OF OR THE VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENTS, (b) THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO, OR (c) ANY CONTROVERSY ARISING OUT OF YOUR 
BUSINESS, THE INTRODUCING BROKER'S BUSINESS OR THE CUSTOMER'S ACCOUNTS, SHALL BE 
CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO THE CODE OF ARBITRATION PROCEDURE OF THE FINANCIAL 
INDUSTRY REGULATORY AUTHORITY (“FINRA”). THE DECISION AND AWARD OF THE 
ARBITRATOR(S) SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES, AND ANY JUDGMENT 
UPON ANY AWARD RENDERED MAY BE ENTERED IN A COURT HAVING JURISDICTION THEREOF, 
AND NEITHER PARTY SHALL OPPOSE SUCH ENTRY. 
No person shall bring a putative or certified class action to arbitration, nor seek to enforce any 
pre-dispute arbitration agreement against any person who has initiated in court a putative class 
action; or who is a member of a putative class who has not opted out of the class with respect 
to any claims encompassed by the putative class action until: (i) the class certification is denied; 
or (ii) the class is decertified; or (iii) the customer is excluded from the class by the court. Such 
forbearance to enforce an agreement to arbitrate shall not constitute a waiver of any rights 
under this agreement except to the extent stated herein. 
10. Other Agreements. The undersigned agrees to be bounded by the terms of Apex’s 
Retirement Custodial Account Agreement, Apex’s Customer Account Agreement and/or Apex’s 
Customer Margin and Short Account Agreement. The undersigned understands that copies of 
this agreement are 
available from Apex and, to the extent applicable, are incorporated by reference herein. The 
terms of this other agreement is in addition to the provisions of this Agreement and any other 
written agreements between Apex and the undersigned. 
11. Data Not Guaranteed. The undersigned expressly agrees that any data or online reports 
is provided to the undersigned without warranties of any kind, express or implied, including but 
not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness of a particular purpose or non-



infringement. The undersigned acknowledges that the information contained in any reports 
provided by Apex are obtained from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to 
its accuracy of completeness. Such information could include technical or other inaccuracies, 
errors or omissions. In no event shall Apex or any of Apex’s affiliates be liable to the 
undersigned or any third party for the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any information 
made available to the undersigned or for any decision made or taken by the undersigned in 
reliance upon such information. In no event shall Apex or Apex’s affiliated entities be liable for 
any special incidental, indirect or consequential damages whatsoever, including, without 
limitation, those resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether or not advised of the 
possibility of damages, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the 
use of any reports provided by Apex or with the delay or inability to use such reports. 
12. Credit Check. Apex is authorized, in Apex’s discretion, should Apex for any reason deem 
it necessary for Apex’s protection to request and obtain a consumer credit report for the 
undersigned. 
13. Miscellaneous. The undersigned is aware of and agrees that this Agreement and all 
transactions in the undersigned’s accounts shall be governed by the constitution, rules, 
regulations, customs, usages and bylaws of the Options Clearing Corporation and the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority, and all exchanges or other facilities upon which options are 
traded for the account of the undersigned. If any provisions of this Agreement are held to be 
unenforceable, it shall not affect any other provisions of this Agreement. The headings of each 
sections of this Agreement are descriptive only and do not modify or qualify any provision of 
this Agreement. This Agreement and its enforcement shall be governed by the law of the state 
of Texas and shall cover individually and collectively all accounts which the undersigned has 
previously opened, now has open or may open or reopen with Apex, or any introducing broker, 
and any and all previous, current and future transactions in such accounts. Except as provided 
in this Agreement, no provision of this Agreement may be altered, modified or amended unless 
executed in writing by Apex’s authorized representative. This Agreement and all provisions shall 
inure to the benefit of Apex and Apex’s successors, whether by merger, consolidation or 
otherwise, Apex’s assigns, the undersigned’s introducing broker, and all other persons specified 
in Paragraph 9. Apex shall not be liable for losses caused directly or indirectly by any events 
beyond Apex’s reasonable control, including without limitation, government restrictions, 
exchange or market rulings, and suspension of trading or unusually heavy trading in securities, 
a general change in economic, political or financial conditions, war or strikes. Apex may transfer 
the accounts of the undersigned to Apex’s successors and assigns. This Agreement shall be 
binding upon the heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns of the undersigned. 
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PRIVACY POLICY 
 
Apex Clearing Corporation (“Apex”) carries your account as a clearing broker by arrangement 
with your broker-dealer or registered investment advisor as Apex’s introducing client. At Apex, 
we understand that privacy is an important issue for customers of our introducing firms. It is 
our policy to respect the privacy of all accounts that we maintain as clearing broker and to 



protect the security and confidentiality of non-public personal information relating to those 
accounts. Please note that this policy generally applies to former customers of Apex as well as 
current customers. 
 
Personal Information Collected 
In order to service your account as a clearing broker, information is provided to Apex by your 
introducing firm who collects information from you in order to provide the financial services 
that you have requested. The information collected by your introducing firm and provided to 
Apex or otherwise obtained by Apex may come from the following sources and is not limited to: 
 

• Information included in your applications or forms, such as your name, address, 
telephone number, social security number, occupation, and income 

• Information relating to your transactions, including account balances, positions, and 
activity 

• Information which may be received from consumer reporting agencies, such as credit 
bureau reports 

• Information relating to your creditworthiness 
• Information which may be received from other sources with your consent or with the 

consent of your introducing firm 
 
In addition to servicing your account, Apex may make use of your personal information for 
analysis purposes, for example, to draw conclusions, detect patterns or determine preferences. 
 
Sharing of Non-public Personal Information 
Apex does not disclose non-public personal information relating to current or former customers 
of introducing firms to any third parties, except as required or permitted by law, including but 
not limited to any obligations of Apex under the USA PATRIOT Act, and in order to facilitate the 
clearing of customer transactions in the ordinary course of business. 
 
Apex has multiple affiliates and relationships with third party companies. Examples of these 
companies include financial and non-financial companies that perform services such as data 
processing and companies that perform securities executions on your behalf. We may share 
information among our affiliates and third parties, as permitted by law, in order to better 
service your financial needs and to pursue legitimate business interests, including to carry out, 
monitor and analyze our business, systems and operations. 
 
Security 
Apex strives to ensure that our systems are secure and that they meet industry standards. We 
seek to protect non- public personal information that is provided to Apex by your introducing 
firm or otherwise obtained by Apex by implementing physical and electronic safeguards. Where 
we believe appropriate, we employ firewalls, encryption technology, user authentication 
systems (i.e. passwords and personal identification numbers) and access control mechanisms to 
control access to systems and data. Apex endeavors to ensure that third party service providers 
who may have access to non-public personal information are following appropriate standards 



of security and confidentiality. Further, we instruct our employees to use strict standards of 
care in handling the personal financial information of customers. As a general policy, our staff 
will not discuss or disclose information regarding an account except; 1) with authorized 
personnel of your introducing firm, 2) as required by law or pursuant to regulatory request, or 
3) as authorized by Apex to a third party or affiliate providing services to your account or 
pursuing Apex’s legitimate business interests. 
 
Access to Your Information 
You may access your account information through a variety of media offered by your 
introducing firm and Apex (i.e., statements or online services). Please contact your introducing 
firm if you require any additional information. Apex may use “cookies” in order to provide 
better service, to facilitate its customers’ use of the website, to track usage of the website, and 
to address security hazards. A cookie is a small piece of information that a website stores on a 
personal computer, and which it can later retrieve. 
 
Changes to Apex's Privacy Policy 
Apex reserves the right to make changes to this policy. 
 
How to Get in Touch with Apex about this Privacy Policy 
For reference, this Privacy Policy is available on our website at www.apexclearing.com. For 
more information relating to Apex’s Privacy Policy or to limit our sharing of your personal 
information, please contact: 
 
Apex Clearing Corporation Attention: Compliance 
350 North St. Paul Street, Suite 1300 Dallas, Texas 75201 
(214) 765-1055 
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IRS FORM W-9 TAXPAYER ID NUMBER CERTIFICATION 
 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that: 

1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am 
waiting for a number to be issued to me); and 

2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup 
withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that I 
am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or 
dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup 
withholding; and 

3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below); and 
4. The FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating that I am exempt from FATCA 

reporting is correct. 
 



Certification instructions. Please visit the IRS form at: https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fw9.pdf 
Execution and Acknowledgment 

AGREEMENT FOR MARKET DATA DISPLAY SERVICES 
 
Definition of Securities Professional: 
If you, or your spouse, or any member of your immediate family living in the same household 
(including parents, in-laws, siblings, or dependents) are licensed by, employed by, or associated 
with a broker-dealer, a financial services regulator, a securities exchange, a bank, a registered 
investment advisor, or a member of a securities exchange, you are considered a Professional 
and will be required to pay additional fees associated with real-time quotes. 
 
ST Invest LLC ("Vendor") agrees to make "Market Data" available to you pursuant to the terms 
and conditions set forth in this agreement. By executing this Agreement in the space indicated 
below, you ("Subscriber") agree to comply with those terms and conditions. Section 1 sets forth 
terms and conditions of general applicability. Section 2 applies insofar as Subscriber receives 
and uses Market Data made available pursuant to this Agreement as a Nonprofessional 
Subscriber. 

(Usage-Based Services/Nonprofessional Subscriber Status) 
 
1. MARKET DATA DEFINITION – For all purposes of this Agreement, "Market Data" means 
(a) last sale information and quotation information relating to securities that are admitted to 
dealings on the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE"), (b) such bond and other equity last sale and 
quotation information, and such index and other market information, as United States-
registered national securities exchanges and national securities associations (each, an 
"Authorizing SRO") may make available and as the NYSE may from time to time designate as 
"Market Data"; and (c) all information that derives from any such information. 

2. PROPRIETARY NATURE OF DATA – Subscriber understands and acknowledges that each 
Authorizing SRO and Other Data Disseminator has a proprietary interest in the Market Data 
that originates on or derives from it or its market(s). 

3. ENFORCEMENT – Subscriber understands and acknowledges that (a) the Authorizing 
SROs are third-party beneficiaries under this Agreement and (b) the Authorizing SROs or their 
authorized representative(s) may enforce this Agreement, by legal proceedings or otherwise, 
against Subscriber or any person that obtains Market Data that is made available pursuant to 
this Agreement other than as this Agreement contemplates. Subscriber shall pay the 
reasonable attorney's fees that any Authorizing SRO incurs in enforcing this Agreement against 
Subscriber. 

4. DATA NOT GUARANTEED – Subscriber understands that no Authorizing SRO, no other 
entity whose information is made available over the Authorizing SROs' facilities (an "Other Data 
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Disseminator") and no information processor that assists any Authorizing SRO or Other Data 
Disseminator in making Market Data available (collectively, the "Disseminating 

Parties") guarantees the timeliness, sequence, accuracy or completeness of Market Data or of 
other market information or messages disseminated by any Disseminating Party. Neither 
Subscriber nor any other person shall hold any Disseminating Party liable in any way for (a) any 
inaccuracy, error or delay in, or omission of, (i) any such data, information or message or (ii) the 
transmission or delivery of any such data, information or message, or (b) any loss or damage 
arising from or occasioned by (i) any such inaccuracy, error, delay or omission, (ii) non- 
performance or (iii) interruption in any such data, information or message, due either to any 
negligent act or omission by any Disseminating Party, to any "force majeure" (e.g., flood, 
extraordinary weather conditions, earthquake or other act of God, fire, war, insurrection, riot, 
labor dispute, accident, action of government, communications or power failure, equipment or 
software malfunction) or to any other cause beyond the reasonable control of any 
Disseminating Party. 

5. PERMITTED USE – Subscriber shall not furnish Market Data to any other person or 
entity. If Subscriber receives Market Data other than as a Nonprofessional Subscriber, it shall 
use Market Data only for its individual use in its business. 

6. DISSEMINATION DISCONTINUANCE OR MODIFICATION – 

Subscriber understands and acknowledges that, at any time, the Authorizing SROs may 
discontinue disseminating any category of Market Data, may change or eliminate any 
transmission method and may change transmission speeds or other signal characteristics. The 
Authorizing SROs shall not be liable for any resulting liability, loss or damages that may arise 
therefrom. 

7. DURATION; SURVIVAL – This Agreement remains in effect for so long as Subscriber has 
the ability to receive Market Data as contemplated by this Agreement. In addition, Vendor may 
terminate this Agreement at any time, whether at the direction of the Authorizing SROs or 
otherwise. Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4, and the first two sentences of Paragraph 8, survive any 
termination of this Agreement. 

8. MISCELLANEOUS – The laws of the State of New York shall govern this Agreement and it 
shall be interpreted in accordance with those laws. This Agreement is subject to the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, the rules promulgated under that act, and the joint-industry plans 
entered into pursuant to that act. This writing contains the entire agreement between the 
parties in respect of its subject matter. Subscriber may not assign all or any part of this 
Agreement to any other person. The person executing this Agreement below represents and 
warrants that he or she has legal capacity to contract and, if that person is executing this 
Agreement on behalf of a proprietorship or a business, partnership or other organization, 
represents and warrants that he or she has actual authority to bind the organization. 

SECTION 2: NONPROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBER 



9. NONPROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBER DEFINITION -"Nonprofessional 

Subscriber" means any natural person who receives market data solely for his/her personal, 
non- business use and who is not a “Securities Professional.” A “Securities Professional” 
includes an individual who, if working in the United States, is: 

(a) registered or qualified with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"), the 
Commodities Futures Trading Commission, any state securities agency, any securities exchange 
or association, or any commodities or futures contract market or association. 

(b) engaged as an "investment advisor" as that term is defined in Section 202 (a) (11) of the 
Investment Advisor's Act of 1940 (whether or not registered or qualified under that Act), or 

(c) employed by a bank or other organization exempt from registration under Federal 
and/or state securities laws to perform functions that would require him or her to be so 
registered or qualified if he or she were to perform such functions for an organization not so 
exempt. 

A person who works outside of the United States will be considered a “Securities Professional” 
if he or she performs the same functions as someone who would be considered a “Securities 
Professional” in the United States. 

Subscriber may not receive Market Data as a “Nonprofessional Subscriber” unless the vendor 
providing that data to Subscriber first determines that the individual falls within Paragraph 9’s 
definition of “Nonprofessional Subscriber. 

10. PERMITTED RECEIPT - Subscriber may not receive Market Data from Vendor, and 
Vendor may not provide Market Data to Subscriber, on a “Nonprofessional Subscriber” basis 
unless Vendor first properly determines that Subscriber qualifies as a “Nonprofessional 
Subscriber” as defined in Paragraph 9 and Subscriber in fact qualifies as a “Nonprofessional 
Subscriber.” 

11. PERMITTED USE – If Subscriber is a Nonprofessional Subscriber, he or she shall receive 
Market Data solely for his or her personal, non-business use. 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED: I, the "Subscriber" to which the preceding terms and conditions refer, 
acknowledge that I have read the preceding terms and conditions of this Section 1, that I 
understand them and that I hereby manifest my assent to, and my agreement to comply with, 
those terms and conditions by "clicking" submit below. 

NASDAQ UTP SUBSCRIBER AGREEMENT 
 
The Vendor and its agents may not modify or waive any term of this Agreement. Any attempt 
to modify this Agreement, except by Nasdaq, is void. 



1. USE OF DATA. Subscriber may not sell, lease, furnish or otherwise permit or provide 
access to the Information to any other Person or to any other office or place. Subscriber will not 
engage in the operation of any illegal business use or permit anyone else to use the 
Information, or any part thereof, for any illegal purpose or violate any Nasdaq or Securities and 
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) Rule or other applicable law, rule or regulation. Subscriber may 
not present the Information rendered in any unfair, misleading or discriminatory format. 
Subscriber shall take reasonable security precautions to prevent unauthorized Persons from 
gaining access to the Information. 

a. NON-PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBER — For Non-Professional Subscribers, the Information 
is licensed only for personal use. By representing to Vendor that Subscriber is a Non-
Professional Subscriber, or by continuing to receive the Information at a Non-Professional 
Subscriber rate, Subscriber is affirming to Vendor and to Nasdaq that Subscriber meets the 
definition of Non-Professional Subscriber as set forth in Section 16 of this Agreement. A Non-
Professional Subscriber shall comply promptly with any reasonable request from Nasdaq for 
information regarding the Non-Professional Subscriber’s receipt, processing, display and 
redistribution of the Information. 

b. PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBER — For Professional Subscribers, the Information is licensed 
for the internal business use and/or personal use of the Professional Subscriber. Professional 
Subscribers may, on a non-continuous basis, furnish limited amounts of the Information to 
customers in written advertisements, correspondence or other literature or during voice 
telephonic conversations not entailing computerized voice, automated information inquiry 
systems or similar technologies. Upon request, Professional Subscribers shall make its premises 
available to Nasdaq for physical inspection of Vendor's Service and of Professional Subscriber's 
use of the Information (including review of any records regarding use of or access to the 
Information and the number and locations of all devices that receive Information), all at 
reasonable times, upon reasonable notice, to ensure compliance with this Agreement. 

2. PROPRIETARY DATA. Nasdaq grants to Subscriber a nonexclusive, non-transferable 
license during the term of the Agreement to receive and use the Information transmitted to it 
by Vendor and thereafter to use such Information as permitted under the terms of this 
Agreement and/or the UTP Plan Requirements. Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that 
Nasdaq has proprietary rights to the Information that originates on or derives from markets 
regulated or operated by Nasdaq, and compilation or other rights to Information gathered from 
other sources. Subscriber further acknowledges and agrees that Nasdaq's third-party 
information providers have exclusive proprietary rights to their respective Information. In the 
event of any misappropriation or misuse by Subscriber or anyone who accesses the Information 
through Subscriber, Nasdaq or its third-party information providers shall have the right to 
obtain injunctive relief for its respective materials. Subscriber will attribute source as 
appropriate under all the circumstances. 

3. PAYMENT. Subscriber shall assume full and complete responsibility for the payment of 
any taxes, charges or assessments imposed on Subscriber or Nasdaq (except for federal, state 



or local income taxes, if any, imposed on Nasdaq) by any foreign or domestic national, state, 
provincial or local governmental bodies, or subdivisions thereof, and any penalties or interest 
relating to the provision of the Information to Subscriber. Interest shall be due from the date of 
the invoice to the time that the amount(s) that are due have been paid. To the extent 
permitted by applicable law, Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that the termination of the 
Vendor's Service for failure to make payments shall not be considered an improper limitation of 
access by Nasdaq. For Professional Subscribers, if any payment is due directly to Nasdaq under 
this Agreement, payment in full is due Nasdaq in immediately available funds, in US Dollars by a 
check to Nasdaq, by electronic funds transfer to an institution of Nasdaq’s choosing, within 
fifteen (15) days of the date of an invoice, whether or not use is made of, or access is made to, 
the Information. 

4. SYSTEM. Subscriber acknowledges that Nasdaq, in its sole discretion, may from time-to-
time make modifications to its system or the Information. Such modifications may require 
corresponding changes to be made in Vendor's Service. Changes or the failure to make timely 
changes by Vendor or Subscriber may sever or affect Subscriber's access to or use of the 
Information. Nasdaq shall not be responsible for such effects. Nasdaq does not endorse or 
approve any equipment, Vendor or Vendor's Service. 

5. EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. Nasdaq shall endeavor to offer the Information as promptly and 
accurately as is reasonably practicable. In the event that the Information is not available as a 
result of failure by Nasdaq to perform its obligations under this Agreement, Nasdaq will 
endeavor to correct any such failure. If the Information is not available, is delayed, is 
interrupted, is incomplete, is not accurate or is otherwise materially affected for a continuous 
period of four (4) hours or more during the time that Nasdaq regularly transmits the 
Information due to the fault of Nasdaq (except for a reason permitted in this Agreement or in 
Nasdaq’s agreement with the Vendor), Subscriber’s or any other Person’s exclusive remedy 
against Nasdaq shall be: 

a. If Subscriber or any other Person continues to receive the Information or any other data 
and/or information offered by 

Nasdaq, a prorated month’s credit of any monies due for the affected Information directly to 
Nasdaq from Subscriber or, if applicable, from said other Person, for the period at issue; or 

b. If Subscriber or any other Person no longer receives either the Information or any other 
data and/or information offered by Nasdaq, a prorated month’s refund of any monies due for 
the affected Information directly to Nasdaq from Subscriber or, if applicable, from said other 
Person, for the period at issue. 

Such credit or refund shall, if applicable, be requested in writing to Nasdaq with all pertinent 
details. Beyond the warranties stated in this section, there are no other warranties of any kind 
— express, implied, statutory (including without limitation, timeliness, truthfulness, sequence, 
completeness, accuracy, freedom from interruption), implied warranties arising from trade 



usage, course of dealing, course of performance or the implied warranties of merchantability or 
fitness for a particular use or purpose. 

6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. 

a. Except as may otherwise be set forth herein, Nasdaq shall not be liable to Subscriber, its 
Vendor or any other Person for indirect, special, punitive, consequential or incidental loss or 
damage (including, but not limited to, trading losses, loss of anticipated profits, loss by reason 
of shutdown in operation or increased expenses of operation, cost of cover or other indirect 
loss or damage) of any nature arising from any cause whatsoever, even if Nasdaq has been 
advised of the possibility of such damages. 

b. Nasdaq shall not be liable to Subscriber or any other Person for any unavailability, 
interruption, delay, incompleteness or inaccuracy of the Information that lasts less than four (4) 
continuous hours during the time that Nasdaq regularly transmits the Information or if the 
Information is materially affected for less than four (4) continuous hours during the time that 
Nasdaq regularly transmits the Information. 

c. If Nasdaq is, for any reason, held liable to Subscriber or to any other Person, whether in 
tort or in contract, the liability of Nasdaq within a single year of the Agreement (one year from 
the effective data of the Agreement) is limited to an amount of Subscriber’s damages that are 
actually incurred by Subscriber in reasonable reliance (combined with the total of all claims or 
losses of Subscriber’s Vendor and any other Person claiming through, on behalf of or as harmed 
by Subscriber) and which amount does not exceed the lesser of: 

i. For Subscriber or any other person that continues to receive the Information or any 
other data and/or Information offered by Nasdaq, a prorated month’s credit of any monies due 
directly to Nasdaq from Subscriber or, if applicable, from any other Person, for the Information 
at issue during the period at issue, or if Subscriber or any other Person no longer receives either 
the Information or any other data and/or information offered by Nasdaq, a refund of any 
monies due directly to Nasdaq from Subscriber or, if applicable, from any other Person, for the 
Information at issue during the period at issue; or 

ii. $500. 

d. This section shall not relieve Nasdaq, Subscriber or any other Person from liability for 
damages that result from their own gross negligence or willful tortious misconduct or from 
personal injury or wrongful death claims. 

e. Subscriber and Nasdaq understand and agree that the terms of this section reflect a 
reasonable allocation of risk and limitation of liability. 

7. DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES. Nasdaq and its third-party information providers make 
no warranties of any kind — express, implied or statutory (including without limitation, 
timeliness, truthfulness, sequence, completeness, accuracy, freedom from interruption), any 



implied warranties arising from trade usage, course of dealing, course of performance or the 
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use or purpose or 
noninfringement. 

8. THIRD-PARTY INFORMATION PROVIDERS’ LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Nasdaq’s third-
party information providers shall have no liability for any damages for the accuracy of or for 
delays or omissions in any of the Information provided by them, whether direct or indirect, lost 
profits, special or consequential damages of the Subscriber or any other Person seeking relief 
through Subscriber, even if the third-party information providers have been advised of the 
possibility of such damages. In no event will the liability of the third-party information providers 
or their affiliates to Subscriber or any other Person seeking relief through Subscriber pursuant 
to any cause of action, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, exceed the fee paid by Subscriber 
or any other Person seeking relief through Subscriber, as applicable. 

9. CLAIMS AND LOSSES. Subscriber will indemnify Nasdaq and hold Nasdaq and its 
employees, officers, directors and other agents harmless from any and all Claims or Losses 
imposed on, incurred by or asserted as a result of or relating to: (a) any noncompliance by 
Subscriber with the terms and conditions hereof; (b) any third-party actions related to 
Subscriber's receipt and use of the Information, whether authorized or unauthorized under the 
Agreement. Each party warrants and represents and will indemnify and 

  

hold harmless (and in every case, Nasdaq shall be permitted to solely defend and settle) 
another party (including Nasdaq) and their officers, directors, employees and other agents, 
against any Claims or Losses arising from, involving or relating to a claim of infringement or 
other violation of an intellectual property right by the indemnifying party, its actions or 
omissions, equipment or other property. This right is conditioned on the indemnified party 
giving prompt written notice to the indemnifying party (as does not prejudice the defense) of 
the Claims or Losses and providing cooperation in the defense of the Claims or Losses (without 
waiver of attorney-client, work-product or other legal privilege, or disclosure of information 
legally required to be kept confidential). 

10. PERSONAL DATA. Subscriber acknowledges that Nasdaq, in the course of providing 
services to Subscriber, may process Personal Data (as defined in the The Nasdaq Stock Market 
LLC Vendor Agreement for UTP Plan Services (“Vendor Agreement”)) in the performance of 
services or in support of its rights (including, but not limited to, its audit and usage review 
rights) under the Vendor Agreement. Subscriber shall provide to Vendor or its designee such 
Personal Data (including, but not limited to, information regarding Subscriber or, for 
Subscribers that are firms, information regarding individual users of the Information) as 
reasonably requested by Nasdaq to make Information available to Subscriber, perform 
Nasdaq’s services under the Vendor Agreement, and/or enforce Nasdaq’s rights (including, but 
not limited to, its audit and usage review rights) under the Vendor Agreement, and Vendor shall 
provide such information to Nasdaq or its designee. Provisions for the processing of such data 
are set forth in the Vendor Agreement. With respect to individuals whose Personal Data is 



processed by Nasdaq and/or its service providers, the current publicly-posted Privacy Policy 
identified on the UTP Plan website located at www.utpplan.com, or its successor website, shall 
apply to such processing. To the extent that the Subscriber is a legal entity established in the 
European Economic Area (“EEA”), transfers of Personal Data to a Vendor (or its designee) 
outside of the EEA in connection with this Agreement shall be governed by the Data Processing 
Addendum of the Vendor Agreement, which is incorporated herein by reference mutatis 
mutandis, with the personal data exporter being the Subscriber and the personal data importer 
being the Vendor. Transfers of personal data from Vendor to Nasdaq shall be governed by the 
relevant provisions of the Vendor Agreement. 

11. TERMINATION. Subscriber acknowledges that Nasdaq, when required to do so in 
fulfillment of statutory obligations, may by notice to Vendor unilaterally limit or terminate the 
right of any or all Persons to receive or use the Information and that Vendor will immediately 
comply with any such notice and will terminate or limit the furnishing of the Information and 
confirm such compliance by notice to Nasdaq. Any affected Person will have available to it such 
procedural protections as are provided by the Act and applicable rules thereunder. In addition 
to terminations permitted under the Vendor's agreement, this Agreement may be terminated 
by Subscriber with thirty (30) days written notice to Vendor and by Nasdaq with thirty (30) days 
written notice either to Vendor or Subscriber. Nasdaq may also alter any term of this 
Agreement with ninety (90) days written notice either to Vendor or Subscriber, and any use 
after such date is deemed acceptance of the new terms. In the event of Subscriber breach, 
discovery of the untruth of any representation of Subscriber, or where directed by the SEC in its 
regulatory authority, Nasdaq may terminate this Agreement with not less than three (3) days 
written notice to Subscriber provided either by Nasdaq or Vendor. 

12. AMENDMENTS/AGREEMENT. Except as otherwise provided herein, no provision of this 
Agreement may be amended, modified or waived. No failure on the part of Nasdaq or 
Subscriber to exercise, no delay in exercising and no course of dealing with respect to any right, 
power or privilege under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single 
or partial exercise of any such right, power or privilege preclude any other or further exercise 
thereof or the exercise of any other right, power or privilege under this Agreement. If any of the 
provisions of this Agreement or application thereof to any individual, entity or circumstance is 
held invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such 
terms or provisions to individuals, entities or circumstances other than those as to which they 
are held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby and each such term and 
provision of this Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by 
law. In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and of the Vendor's 
agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail as between Nasdaq and Subscriber. 

13. REQUIREMENTS OF SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATION; ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN 
FULFILLMENT OF STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS. 

(a) Subscriber acknowledges that in the United States: (i) Nasdaq is registered with the SEC 
as national securities exchanges pursuant to Section 6 of the Act, and FINRA is registered with 



the SEC as a national securities association pursuant to 15A of the Act; (ii) FINRA and Nasdaq 
have a statutory obligation to protect investors and the public interest, and to ensure that 
quotation information supplied to investors and the public is fair and informative, and not 
discriminatory, fictitious or misleading; (iii) Section 19(g)(1) of the Act mandates that FINRA and 
Nasdaq comply with the UTP Plan Requirements; (iv) Nasdaq has jurisdiction to enforce 
compliance with certain of the UTP Plan Requirements; (v) FINRA has jurisdiction to enforce 
compliance with certain of the UTP Plan Requirements; and (vi) Nasdaq is obligated to offer 
terms that are not unreasonably discriminatory between Subscribers, subject to applicable UTP 
Plan Requirements. Accordingly, Subscriber agrees that Nasdaq, when required to do so in 
fulfillment of its statutory obligations, may, temporarily or permanently, unilaterally condition, 
modify or terminate the right of any or all individuals or entities to receive or use the 
Information. Nasdaq shall undertake reasonable efforts to notify Subscriber of any such 
condition, modification or termination, and Subscriber shall promptly comply with any such 
notice within such period of time as may be determined in good faith by Nasdaq to be 
necessary, consistent with its statutory obligations. Any Person that receives such a notice shall 
have available to it such procedural protections as are provided to it by the Act and the 
applicable rules thereunder. 

(b) If Subscriber is a member of a Nasdaq market, then Subscriber expressly acknowledges 
and agrees that (i) this Agreement does not limit or reduce in any way Subscriber’s obligations 
and responsibilities as a member of any applicable Nasdaq market; (ii) this Agreement does not 
in any way alter the procedures or standards generally applicable to disciplinary or other 
actions taken by Nasdaq to enforce compliance with, or impose sanctions for violations of, the 
UTP Plan Requirements; and (iii) the nonpayment of amounts due under this Agreement could 
result in the suspension or cancellation of Subscriber's membership in a Nasdaq market in 
accordance with the UTP Plan Requirements. 

14. GOVERNING LAWS; CONSTRUCTION. This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in 
accordance with, and the validity and performance hereof shall be governed by, the laws of the 
State of New York, without reference to principles of conflicts of laws thereof. Any dispute that 
cannot be amicably settled that arises out of this Agreement shall be referred to arbitration and 
shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association. All 
such proceedings shall be held in New York City, NY, and shall be conducted in the English 
language, which shall also be the language of the documents. 

15. NOTICES; NOTIFICATION OF CHANGES. All notices and other communications (except for 
invoices) required to be given in writing under this Agreement shall be directed to the 
signatories or, in the alternative, to the individuals identified in subsections 

(a) and (b) below. Notices shall be deemed to have been duly given: (i) upon actual receipt (or 
date of first refusal) by the parties, or (ii) upon constructive receipt (or date of first refusal) if 
sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or any other delivery method that actually 
obtains a signed delivery receipt, to the following addresses or to such other address as any 
party hereto shall hereafter specify by prior written notice to the other party or parties below, 



or (iii) upon posting the notice or other communication on the www.utpplan.com website or a 
successor site. If an email address is provided, Nasdaq may, in lieu of the above, give notice to 
or communicate with Subscriber by email addressed to the persons identified in subsection (a) 
or to such other email address or persons as Subscriber shall hereafter specify by prior written 
notice. By providing an email address, Subscriber agrees that any receipt received by Nasdaq 
from Subscriber’s service provider or internet computer server indicating that the email was 
received shall be deemed proof that Subscriber received the message. If Subscriber cannot see 
or printout all or any portion of the message, Subscriber agrees that it is Subscriber’s 
responsibility to contact Nasdaq at (301) 978–8080. 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED: I, the "Subscriber" to which the preceding terms and conditions refer, 
acknowledge that I have read the preceding terms and conditions of this Section 1, that I 
understand them and that I hereby manifest my assent to, and my agreement to comply with, 
those terms and conditions by "clicking" submit below. 

OPTIONS PRICE REPORTING AUTHORITY 
 
OPTIONS PRICE REPORTING AUTHORITY ELECTRONIC FORM OF 
SUBSCRIBER AGREEMENT 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: THIS SUBSCRIBER AGREEMENT (THIS “AGREEMENT”) IS AN AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN YOU AND ST INVEST LLC FOR YOU TO RECEIVE INFORMATION PUBLISHED BY THE 
OPTIONS PRICE REPORTING AUTHORITY, LLC (“OPRA”). PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT 
CAREFULLY. AFTER YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, PLEASE INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT TO 
BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS BY CLICKING ON THE “I AGREE” BUTTON AT THE 
END. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU WILL BE UNABLE TO 
RECEIVE THE INFORMATION. 
 
By completing and submitting this Agreement, you are applying to receive from ST Invest LLC 
9901 IH 10W Suite 8035 San Antonio, TX 78230 (“Vendor”) a market data service (the “Service”) 
providing access to current options last sale and quotation information and related information 
(“OPRA Data”) published by OPRA pursuant to a Plan declared effective by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. The parties to this Plan (each, an “OPRA Participant”) are those national 
securities exchanges that are from time to time approved by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission for the trading of securities options. In reviewing and approving this Agreement, 
Vendor is authorized to act on behalf of OPRA. The person who acts from time to time as data 
processor on behalf of OPRA is referred to herein as “OPRA’s Processor.” 
 
By completing and submitting this Agreement and clicking on the “I agree” button at the end of 
this Agreement, you are consenting to enter into this Agreement in electronic form. You have 
the right to withdraw your consent by terminating this Agreement and your receipt of the OPRA 
Data. Your right to terminate this Agreement and your receipt of the OPRA Data, and the 
procedure you must follow to do so, are described in paragraph 6 below. If any information 
needed to contact you electronically changes, the procedure for notifying Vendor is described 



in paragraph 11 below. If you wish to have a copy of this Agreement in paper form and you are 
unable to print a copy on your own computer system, Vendor will provide you with a paper 
copy at no charge upon its receipt of your request transmitted as described in paragraph 11. 
You may access a copy of this Agreement electronically at no charge, if your access to OPRA 
Data is from a device capable of receiving text, by [insert description of procedure for accessing 
the Agreement]. 
 
This Agreement includes an “Addendum for Nonprofessionals.” The term “Nonprofessional” is 
defined in the Addendum. The purpose of the Addendum is to determine whether you are a 
Nonprofessional under this definition. If you are a Nonprofessional under this definition, 
OPRA’s charges to Vendor for your use of the OPRA Data are subject to a cap, and you may be 
entitled to pay lower fees to Vendor. You do not need to complete the Addendum, but if you do 
not do so, or if you cannot agree with all of the statements in the Addendum, OPRA will not 
consider you to be a Nonprofessional. 
 
You hereby represent and agree as follows: 
  
1. Your full name and address are listed on your application. 
 
2. You shall receive the Service and the OPRA Data included therein solely for your own 
business or personal use, and you shall not retransmit or otherwise furnish the OPRA Data to 
any person, other than your own employees on devices that are subject to the control of 
Vendor. If you are a Nonprofessional and have completed the Addendum for Nonprofessionals, 
you are only permitted under this Agreement to use the OPRA Data for the investment 
activities described in the Addendum for Nonprofessionals. 
 
3. You acknowledge that OPRA Data is and shall remain the property of the OPRA 
Participant on which a reported transaction took place or a reported quotation was entered. 
 
4. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY -- NEITHER VENDOR, OPRA, OPRA’S PROCESSOR NOR ANY 
OPRA PARTICIPANT GUARANTEES THE TIMELINESS, SEQUENCE, ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS 
OF ANY OF THE OPRA DATA SUPPLIED TO YOU HEREUNDER AND NEITHER VENDOR, OPRA, 
OPRA’S PROCESSOR NOR ANY OPRA PARTICIPANT SHALL BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY, TO YOU OR TO 
ANY OTHER PERSON, FOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGES, COST OR EXPENSE WHICH MAY ARISE FROM 
ANY FAILURE OF PERFORMANCE BY VENDOR, OPRA, OPRA’S PROCESSOR OR ANY OPRA 
PARTICIPANT, OR FROM ANY DELAYS, INACCURACIES, ERRORS IN OR OMISSIONS OF, ANY OF 
THE OPRA DATA OR IN THE TRANSMISSION OR DELIVERY THEREOF, WHETHER OR NOT DUE TO 
ANY NEGLIGENT ACT OR OMISSION ON THE PART OF VENDOR, OPRA, OPRA’S PROCESSOR OR 
ANY OPRA PARTICIPANT. IN NO EVENT SHALL VENDOR, OPRA, OPRA’S PROCESSOR OR ANY 
PARTICIPANT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, TRADING LOSSES, OR DAMAGES 
RESULTING FROM INCONVENIENCE OR LOSS OF USE OF THE SERVICE. 
 



5. The terms of this Agreement may be modified at any time upon notice to you. If you do 
not assent to this Agreement as modified at or prior to the time you next attempt to access the 
Service, this Agreement shall automatically be terminated. This Agreement as modified shall 
apply to your use of the Service from and after the date of the modification. 
 
6. Your receipt of the OPRA Data hereunder may be terminated at any time by you or by 
Vendor upon 30 days notice from the terminating party to the other party, and may be 
terminated immediately upon a determination by Vendor or OPRA that you are not in 
compliance with this Agreement. 
  
7. Nothing herein shall be deemed to prevent or restrict OPRA, OPRA’s Processor or any 
OPRA Participant from discontinuing to furnish OPRA Data for dissemination or from making 
such changes in the speed of transmission, the characteristics of the electrical signals 
representing the OPRA Data or the manner of disseminating the same, as OPRA shall from time 
to time determine to be appropriate, with or without notice to you. You shall not hold OPRA, 
OPRA’s Processor, or any OPRA Participant liable for any resulting liability, loss or damage that 
may arise therefrom. 
 
8. You agree to notify Vendor promptly of any changes in the information provided herein 
and to furnish Vendor any additional information requested by it in connection with your 
receipt of the OPRA Data. 
 
9. The parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement is for the express benefit of 
OPRA, OPRA’s Processor and each OPRA Participant. 
 
10. The provisions of Sections 3, 4 and 9 will survive any termination of this Agreement and 
will remain in full force and effect. 
 
11. All notices under this Agreement may be provided either in writing or electronically. All 
written notices to Vendor shall be sent to the Vendor’s street address set forth above and all 
such notices to you shall be sent to the street address that you provide in paragraph 1. All 
electronic notices to Vendor shall be sent to Vendor’s email address set forth above and all 
such notices to you shall be provided to you where you access the OPRA Data electronically. 
 
IF YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH ABOVE, PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR 
NAME AND ADDRESS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED ABOVE AND 
CLICK ON THE “I AGREE” BUTTON BELOW. By clicking on the “I AGREE” button below and typing 
in your name as indicated above, you agree that: 
 
i) you have read and you understand all of the terms and conditions set forth above; and 
 
ii) you intend to form a legally binding and valid contract under which you will be bound by 
all of the terms and conditions set forth above. 
 



“I AGREE” 
 
ADDENDUM FOR NONPROFESSIONALS 
 
(To be completed by Nonprofessional Subscribers only) 
 
The purpose of this Addendum is to determine whether you are a “Nonprofessional” for OPRA’s 
purposes. OPRA defines a “Nonprofessional” as a legal person for whom the statements set out 
in Section 1 of this Addendum are true. 
 
1. You represent and agree that the following statements are and will continue to be true 
for so long as you receive OPRA Data as a Nonprofessional: 
  
(a) You are either a “natural person” (an individual human being) or a “qualifying trust.”* 
You are not a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, or other form of entity 
(including any form of trust that does not qualify as a qualifying trust). If you agree, click on “I 
AGREE”: 
 
“I AGREE” 
 
(b) If you are a natural person, you shall use the OPRA Data solely in connection with your 
personal investment activities and the personal investment activities of your immediate family 
members** and qualifying trusts of which you are the trustee or custodian. If you are a 
qualifying trust, you shall use the OPRA Data solely in connection with your personal 
investment activities. In any case, you shall not use the OPRA Data in connection with any 
trade, business, professional or other commercial activities. If you agree, click on “I AGREE”: 
 
“I AGREE” 
 
(c) You are not a “Professional.” For a natural person who works in the United States, a 
“Professional” is a natural person who is: (i) registered or qualified with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, any state securities 
agency, any securities exchange/association, or any commodities/futures contract 
market/association, (ii) engaged as an “investment adviser,” as that term is defined in the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (whether or not registered or qualified under that Act); or (iii) 
employed by a bank or other organization exempt from registration under Federal and/or state 
securities laws to perform functions that would require you to be so registered or qualified if 
you were to perform such functions for an organization not so exempt. For a natural person 
who works outside of the United States, a “Professional” is a natural person who performs the 
same functions as someone who would be considered a “Professional” in the United States. If 
you agree that you are not a “Professional”, click on “I AGREE”: 
 
“I AGREE” 
 



2. You agree to notify Vendor promptly if your circumstances change such that any of the 
statements in Section 1 of this Addendum would no longer be true for you. 
 
“I AGREE” 
 
*The term “qualifying trust” means (a) any irrevocable or revocable trust (1) which has only one 
trustee, who is a natural person and is not receiving any compensation for acting as trustee and 
(2) of which the only current beneficiaries are any one or more of the trustee and the 
immediate family members of the trustee, and (b) any custodial account established under a 
Uniform Transfers to Minors Act or similar state statute (1) which has only one custodian, who 
is a natural person and is not receiving any compensation for acting as custodian, and (2) of 
which the beneficiary is a lineal descendant (a child, grandchild, etc.) of the custodian. A 
“current beneficiary” is a beneficiary to whom the current income or principal of the trust may 
or must then be distributed, ignoring the possible exercise of any then unexercised power of 
appointment. The term “immediate family members” is defined in the footnote to paragraph 
1(b) of this Addendum. 
 
**The term “immediate family members” means, with reference to a particular natural person, 
the spouse of that person, that person’s lineal ancestors (that is, parents, grandparents, etc.) 
and lineal descendants (that is, children, grandchildren, etc.), and the spouses (including 
surviving spouses) of that person’s lineal ancestors and lineal descendants. The term includes 
step and adoptive relationships. 
12/2014 
 

ST INVEST OPTIONS DISCLOSURE 
 
Options are not suitable for all investors as the special risks inherent to options trading may 
expose investors to potentially rapid and substantial losses. Please read Characteristics and 
Risks of Standardized Options at www.theocc.com/company-information/documents-and-
archives/options-disclosure-document before investing in options. 
 
ST Invest LLC accepts market and limit options orders during regular market hours. Outside of 
regular market hours, market options orders for all transactions are not permitted. 
 
Execution price, speed and liquidity are affected by many factors, including market volatility, 
size and type of order and available market centers. Quotations can change quickly in fast or 
illiquid market conditions, resulting in an execution price different from the quote displayed at 
order entry. We cannot guarantee prices on market orders and cannot guarantee execution on 
limit orders. In addition, there is the risk that outages involving your access to the Internet or 
any technology provider, including our own systems, may interfere with your ability to access 
your online account. For any issues or questions related to your orders or transactions, please 
contact support@stinvest.co. 
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Option Exercise and Do Not Exercise (DNE) Instruction Submission Schedule 
Regular trading day schedule: 

● Monday – Friday, 8:30 am – 3:00 pm ET the day prior to expiration date.  
● Cancellation/changes to exercise instructions will not be accepted once submitted.  

 
Failure to submit a DNE request before our cutoff time may result in ITM contract(s) being 
exercised automatically. If our risk team determines that an account is subject to expiration 
risk, then the option(s) position may be closed out before the market closes on the expiration 
day.  
 
You can request a DNE request prior to market close; however, keep in mind that our 
automated risk system will close out of any positions that still have a bid in place. To prevent 
intervention by our risk team you may want to close your positions before the system does it 
for you automatically (last hour before expiration). 
 
Any position resulting from an assignment / exercise for which there is not sufficient funds 
available may result in one or more position liquidations to cover the account deficit.  Sufficient 
buying power or corresponding underlying shares must be held throughout the day until the 
end of the trading session.  
 
An expiring option position may be auto-liquidated 60 minutes prior to the market close for an 
out of the money, in the money, or at the money option position.   I give ST Invest LLC the right 
to close out options that pose a risk if exercised or assigned. 
 
 
Market holiday schedule: 

● When the stock market observes a shortened trading session where the stock market 
closes at 1 pm ET, the instruction cut-off time is 11:00 am ET. 

● Instructions received after 11:00 am ET will be processed on a best efforts basis, if at all. 
 
Options Exercise (OR Do Not Exercise DNE)  Instructions should include the following 
information: 
Email instructions or inquiries regarding specific accounts will only be accepted from the 
email of record connected to the brokerage account. 
The request must be submitted only to support@stinvest.co.  (NOT .COM) 

● Brokerage Account Name 
● Last 5 digits of your Brokerage Account Number (e.g. 4SU-XXXXX) (Can be retrieved 

from your statement and remove the first 3 digits) 
● The number of contracts you like instruct us to act on 
● The option description must include: 

o Symbol of underlying contract 
o Description to include the strike price and expiration (month, day, year of 

expiration) 
o Call or Put description  



● Example of an email instruction to exercise -  “I, John Doe, instruct ST Invest to 
exercise in account 4SU-XX123, 1 contract ADM June 16, 2023 Call. I do have funds 
available to execute this transaction.” 

 
Ground rules to exercise: 

● To exercise an option, settled funds must be in the account at the time exercise 
instructions are submitted and must remain available for the exercise to be 
completed. 

● The exercise request is processed overnight and your position and balances will be 
updated on the next business day, provided the company is not in the midst of a 
corporate action or an unexpected technical issue.  

 
NOTICE: Options in the money by a penny ($0.01) will be auto exercised by the OCC. Please 
ensure you send appropriate instructions to ST Invest if your intention is NOT TO EXERCISE. 
 
Furthermore, ST Invest LLC will make a best effort to identify and liquidate all “In-the-Money” 
options for which no exercise instructions have been received approximately 1 hour prior to the 
equity market close time on expiration day provided the customer has not liquidated the 
positions themselves. At that time ST Invest reserves the right to block trades in the expiring 
options to ensure no duplicate -trades take place. Options identified at that time are subject to 
liquidations however due to unpredictable market action customers must monitor their own 
positions to close them out.   
 
All Options Exercise and Do Not Exercise instructions should be forwarded to 
support@stinvest.co.  
 
Option Assignment Allocation Methodology 
Option Assignments are performed by the Firm’s clearing agent, Apex Clearing (“Apex”).  APEX  
allocates assignment notices for option contracts among introduced customer short positions 
pursuant to a manual procedure which randomly selects the contracts that are subject to 
exercise from among all introduced customers. This random selection method applies until it 
satisfies the total number of contracts that the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) assigns to 
APEX’s introduced customers. The OCC is the established clearing agency for the securities 
industry that manages option transactions including assigning exercises for national exchanges.   
All American short positions are liable for assignment at any time.  
 
Options Trading Risks 
There are significant risks with trading options, including loss exceeding the initial principal 
invested. Investors should read and understand  Characteristics and Risks of Standardized 
Options, for further information. 
 
Options quotations and market data provided by Xignite. ST Invest, LLC, the parent 
organization, Stocktwits, Inc., and employees for each respective organization do not make any 
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guarantees or warrant the accuracy and timeliness of the options data provided through the 
Stocktwit’s website or iOS© and Android© applications (the “applications”).  
 
Options carry a high level of risk and are not suitable for all investors. Certain requirements 
must be met to trade options through ST Invest, LLC Member FINRA/SIPC. Investing involves 
risks, including loss of all principal. Certain options strategies may pose additional complexities 
and risks including loss exceeding the initial principal invested. Hedging strategies do not assure 
a profit or guarantee against loss and may result in additional fees and transaction costs. With 
long options, investors may lose 100% of funds invested. Please ensure you have adequate 
funds for options exercise or provide instructions prior to cut-off times not to exercise. Covered 
calls may provide income, downside protection only to the extent of the premium received 
minus costs, and limit upside potential to the strike price plus premium received, minus fees 
and commissions.  
 
Please read the Options Disclosure Document titled Characteristics and Risks of Standardized 
Options and all subsequent amendments as they are published, before considering any options 
transaction. You alone are responsible as a self-directed investor in all options orders and 
transactions, and for all instructions that are made or NOT made to ST Invest. Failure to provide 
specific instructions to ST Invest prior to expiration cut-off times may result in transactions 
submitted on behalf of the client by ST Invest to mitigate risks, including, but not limited to the 
sale of the option contract(s) to avoid forced exercise or assignment. Supporting 
documentation for any claims or statistical information is available upon request.  
 
You agree that you have been given access to the Options Disclosure Document and all 
available amendments. Options Disclosure Document 
 
Version: June 1, 2023 ST Invest Options Disclosure 
 

EXECUTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 
By submitting this application, you acknowledge to have read and accepted the current and 
future iterations of the ST Invest Combined Customer Account Agreement and all current and 
future iterations of disclosures available here: 

https://about.stocktwits.com/legal/disclosures. 

Please print or save a copy of your application and the Combined Customer Account 
Agreement for your records.  

Version: June 1, 2023 ST Invest Combined Customer Account Agreement Equity and Options  
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